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Gene

Species

lmax value

Reference

SWS1

Chitala ornata

347 nm

(Liu et al., 2019)

Metriaclima emmiltos

383 nm

(Jordan et al., 2006)

Lucania goodei

397 nm

(Yokoyama et al., 2007)

Verasper moseri

482 nm

(Kasagi et al., 2018)

Oryzias latipes

452 nm*

(Matsumoto et al., 2006)

Lucania goodei

537 nm

(Fuller et al., 2005)

Chitala ornata

501 nm

(Liu et al., 2019)

Lucania goodei

573 nm#

(Fuller et al 2005)

SWS2
RH2
LWS

*This may be as short as 435 nm based on estimations of the RH2 sensitivity for
Maurolicus mucronatus, but this has not been experimentally confirmed (de Busserolles
et al., 2017).
#

This limit is for vitamin A1 based visual pigments. Species using vitamin A2 derived

chromophores can have LWS based pigments as long as 625 nm as observed in
neotropical cichlids (Torres-Dowdall et al., 2017).
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Table S2. Data for limits of fish cone spectral sensitivities

CORRECTED
Supp Table 2: Data for limits of fish cone spectral sensitivities
Gene

Species

lmax value

Reference

RH1

Diretmus argentus

447 nm

(Musilova et al., 2019)

Aristostomias
scintillans

525 nm%

(Yokoyama et al., 2008)

Chitala ornata

347 nm

(Liu et al., 2019)

Metriaclima emmiltos

383 nm

(Jordan et al., 2006)

Lucania goodei

397 nm

(Yokoyama et al., 2007)

Verasper moseri

482 nm

(Kasagi et al., 2018)

Oryzias latipes

452 nm*

(Matsumoto et al., 2006)

Lucania goodei

537 nm

(Fuller et al., 2005)

Chitala ornata

501 nm

(Liu et al., 2019)

Lucania goodei

573 nm#

(Fuller et al 2005)

SWS1
SWS2
RH2
LWS

*This may be as short as 435 nm based on estimations of the RH2 sensitivity for
Maurolicus mucronatus, but this has not been experimentally confirmed (de Busserolles
et al., 2017).
#

This limit is for vitamin A1 based visual pigments. Species using vitamin A2 derived

chromophores can have LWS based pigments as long as 625 nm as observed in
neotropical cichlids (Torres-Dowdall et al., 2017).
%

The 525 nm is an estimate based on reconstitution of a slightly modified pigment

sequence for this species.
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Fig S1. Visual Ecology, Mostly to do with Fish, and Why There Are Too Many Opsins.
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The visual system of animals have evolved, co-adapting to the environmental
constraints and behavioral needs of each species. Natural sunlight provides an
available light spectrum for vision of 300-700nm, but in underwater light environments
this may be attenuated by water color and particulate scatter. Aquatic animals’ spectral
sensitivity necessarily follows or is limited to the spectral envelope available to them
(solid black lines above), e.g., deep sea fishes see blue (A). Within this spectral
‘envelope’ some photoreceptors are situated to absorb as much light as possible, acting
as luminance detectors (typically rods and double cones in some animals). Such light
may come from the background spacelight or even bioluminescent sources. Cone
photoreceptors operating in daytime are also placed within the light envelope. However,
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they vary in number and placement according to behavioral task and to some extent
micro-habitat, where light availability might have subtle but critical differences. Some
species inhabit clear marine habitats (B) while others are in more productive greenshifted (C) or even red-shifted (D) waters.
Co-evolution of photoreceptor spectral sensitivity and specific task may exist, but
color vision is often for more than one task and may be set up by several evolutionary
constraints. Color vision in any animal is best thought of as ‘general purpose’. Animal
colors function for sexual communication, aggression or warning, and camouflage or
mimicry. They also evolve in response to light availability and visual system. However
there are few examples of tight adaptation or fixation (in either direction) due to a single
color-driven function (e.g., deep-sea bioluminescence). Exceptions to this may include
sensory drive where sensitivity and/or colors evolved for one task (foraging) become coopted for another task (mating) as they are easy to detect. This relationship is rarely
quantified. Spectral sensitivities that become focused on a color code, or colors that
respond to spectral sensitivities present due to available light may help drive speciation.
Some animals evolve simple color vision such as dichromacy as this is good enough for
chromats (B, C). Beyond tetrachromacy, additional pigments are generally not used for
polychromacy (e.g., penta-chromaticity), the extra opsins more likely vary due to
ontogenetic stage (E with dashed pigments for larvae and solid pigments for adults),
retinal area, or extra-ocular use. Recent molecular evidence suggests levels of plasticity
in photoreceptor number and spectral positioning on timescales that can be surprisingly
short.
Several mechanisms may increase spectral sensitivity number or tune spectral
positioning in an eye including: use of photostable filters, subdivision of the retina with
task-division between visual areas, duplications of opsin genes, differential degree of
expression of opsins over several timescales (including evolutionary to hourly).
Several species are known to express far more visual pigments (situated in rods or
cones) than would seem necessary (F). Rather than jumping to conclusion, such as this
driving polychromatic color vision or the use of all opsins for visual purposes, other
functional reasons should be sought.
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their needs (D). Others take advantage of full spectrum and may become tri- or tetra-
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Fig S2. Effect size and speed of different tuning mechanisms
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The mechanisms that contribute to photoreceptor tuning cause different spectral
shift sizes (A). Variation in opsin gene sequence can shift each of the different opsin
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classes. The variation shown denotes the known fish spectral absorbance range for
each opsin class including opsin duplicates (e.g. SWS2 and RH2). Gene duplication
values are based on data from a typical perciform, the tilapia Oreochromis niloticus
which has two SWS2 genes (purple and blue) and three RH2 genes (cyan to green)
(Spady et al., 2006). Differential expression shifts sensitivity by mixing closely related
opsins. Chromophore shifts are calculated based on Parry and Bowmaker (2000). Gene
losses are shown as typical of South American cichlids (Escobar-Camacho et al., 2017).
The amount of time needed to alter visual sensitivity through different spectral
tuning mechanisms also varies (B; note x axis is log scale). Changes in gene
expression (Fuller and Claricoates 2011, Nandamuri et al., 2017) and chromophore
shifts (Enright et al., 2015) can be days to weeks or perhaps months (EscobarCamacho et al., 2019). Changes in spectral sensitivity by opsin sequence typically
require mutations occurring over millions of years. However, more rapid changes by
fixation of standing genetic variation have been shown to shift opsin sequence within a
given population in 20 yrs (Marques et al., 2017). Gene duplications occur on average
every 100 MY but with 10 opsins could occur every 10 MY, while gene losses occur on
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